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Memorandum 

To: Amanda Chiancola, Planner, City of Salem 

From: 
Karina Milchman, Chief of Housing + 
Neighborhood Development, MAPC 

On: April 25, 2019 

Re: 
Salem Inclusionary Zoning + Engagement 
Housing Workshop 2, 04-23-2019 

 

On April 23, 2019, a subset of the MAPC project team (Karina Milchman, Alexis Smith) and City 
staff facilitated a housing workshop to collect feedback on recommendations for updates to the 
accessory dwelling unit bylaw and an inclusionary zoning ordinance. This memo summarizes the 
event, input received, and next steps in the Salem Inclusionary Zoning + Engagement project. 

Approximately 43 community members attended the workshop. 

MAYOR DRISCOLL’S WELCOME  

The event started with a welcome by Mayor Driscoll, who spoke about housing in Salem, including 
the affordability gap between supply and demand/need and community concerns around housing. 
She also summarized the first housing forum, on March 5th, 2019, including who attended, why, 
and general opinion on the different housing tools discussed at that event.  

PRESENTATION + SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS  

Following the Mayor’s address, City staff presented recommended amendments to Salem’s existing 
accessory dwelling unit ordinance. Recommendations included changing the stated purpose of the 
zoning, removing tenant restrictions, removing occupancy restrictions, and amending the 
permitting process. After each recommendation was described, attendees engaged in facilitated 
small group discussions at their tables and filled out worksheets with their thoughts. 

Next, MAPC staff gave a presentation on the inclusionary zoning recommendations, with a focus 
on percent of affordable units required in each development and depth of affordability, the 
requirement that affordable units be produced on site and no payment will be accepted in lieu of 
the units, and that a density bonus and parking reduction should be allowed as incentives to offset 



the cost of affordable units. After these recommendations were described, attendees engaged in 
facilitated small group discussions at their tables and filled out worksheets with their thoughts. 

The City has both the accessory dwelling unit and inclusionary zoning worksheets. Below is a 
summary of the notes taken at each table, reflecting only the key questions and concerns of each 
group discussion.  

Accessory Dwelling Unit – Key Themes from Table Notes 
General Will this increase the number of cars in an area? Will changing tenant 

restrictions add to cars because they’re less likely to share with the occupants 
of the primary dwelling unit? 1 table felt 2 spaces is too high a requirement. 
Concern about who would benefit. 

Amend purpose General support. Concern that people might take advantage of homeowners 
with foreign exchange/college students. One table recommended the unit 
be deed–restricted Affordable. 

Prohibit short 
term rentals 

General support. There is no restriction on single-family rentals. 2 years 
seems arbitrary (needs investigations), should be longer. Some suggest it 
should be allowed with restrictions. Concerns about safety restrictions. 

Owner 
occupancy for 
the first 2 yrs 

General support. One table was concerned about absentee landlords and 
recommended that owner oversight be monitored. Another table felt this a 
roundabout conversion from 1- to 2-family districts. 

Remove tenant 
restrictions 

General support, leads to slippery slopes. 

Amend process General support, suburban neighborhoods will object. Some concerns 
regarding the trees. Most buildings are non-conforming so everyone would 
end up needing a special permit anyhow. Recommendation to start with a 
special permit and see how it goes, if well then modify to by right. 

By right General support; 1 table was split. 
 

Inclusionary Zoning – Key Themes from Table Notes 
Project size General support, one table noted this is too low a threshold. Another table 

recommend the threshold be lower, questioned whether the developer could 
pay a fee if under the threshold. 

Affordability Possible to require a higher set aside of affordable units and greater depth of 
affordability? A couple tables recommended greater density bonuses and 
reduced parking to get deeper affordability.  

Incentives Should there be a sliding scale for density bonus, potentially less bonus for 
larger projects? One table recommended no density bonus as a matter of 
right, recommended using CPA money instead of a density bonus to offset 
the cost. Parking reduction might be okay for smaller projects. Can be 
higher if the city gets more return (more units with deeper affordability 
levels). Concerns about retaining our character. One table noted they like 
creating alt. transit options. 

On-site, no PILU General support 



Design 
requirements 

General support; one table noted it was distasteful but approved of it. 

Affordable in 
perpetuity 

General support; a concern was raised that 99 years is too long. 

Citywide policy General support 
 

POLL 

After the each presentation and discussion concluded, attendees were polled to gauge how 
supportive they did or did not feel about both the proposed accessory dwelling unit amendments 
and the inclusionary zoning recommendations. Results from the poll showed significant public 
support for both tools and the specific recommendations the City and MAPC put forth. Some 
residents at one table felt there should have been a “not supportive” option rather than a 
“concerned” option. 

ADU Poll Results  
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Inclusionary Zoning Poll Results  

 

NEXT STEPS  

1. MAPC staff will work with the City to finalize the draft inclusionary zoning ordinance. 
2. MAPC staff will finalize the Salem Housing Stories video, work to incorporate any 

feedback the City provides, and discuss a distribution strategy with the City.  
3. The City and MAPC will discuss whether a MAPC representative will attend a City 

Council meeting to discuss the inclusionary zoning. 
4. As the above items will complete this scope of work, the City and MAPC will discuss 

whether additional work is desired and how to undertake it.  
5. The City and MAPC will discuss the recent data request pertaining to housing supply and 

demand and a graphic communicating this information. 
6. The City will continue its efforts to amend the accessory dwelling unit ordinance. 
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